NOVAtime provides Ohio Valley Manor with a Workforce Management Solution That Surpasses Expectations with CMS PBJ Reporting

NOVAtime successfully provided Ohio Valley Manor a solution that easily integrates with their existing Payroll system, as well as providing them with a simple means to file their CMS PBJ reports.

Diamond Bar, CA (PRWEB) November 8 2016 – NOVAtime Technology, Inc. (www.novatime.com), a forward thinking Workforce Management/Time & Attendance company, has provided a cloud based Workforce Management Solution, capable of assisting with the Center of Medicaid Service’s Payroll Based Journalism (CMS PBJ) reporting requirements, to Ohio Valley Manor.

When Ohio Valley Manor, a healthcare facility providing a vast array of award-winning nursing, rehabilitation, and therapeutic services, went looking for a new Workforce Management Solution, they needed a system that would be able to integrate with their existing payroll system, Sage. After trying a solution that was unable to meet this requirement, Ohio Valley Manor found NOVAtime, which was almost effortlessly able to integrate with Sage using a custom-built payroll bridge. “After all the hassle we went through trying to integrate another system with Sage, it was so refreshing how simple it was to integrate NOVAtime with Sage.” Said Sarah Fite of Ohio Valley Manor.

While Ohio Valley Manor originally went to NOVAtime searching for a system that could easily integrate with their payroll, NOVAtime was recently able to increase the usefulness of their NOVAtime 5000 Cloud Based SaaS solution by providing Ohio Valley Manor with a CMS PBJ reporting module, automating the often complex reporting requirements. Additionally, NOVAtime was able to accurately support the use of shift differentials, reducing the headache of tracking shift differentials by manually. Ohio Valley Manor rounded out their NOVAtime solution with the biometric clocks, completely eliminating the possibility of buddy punching.

NOVAtime did not simply provide the solution however, they were also able to provide the expertise and staff necessary to fully implement the PBJ reporting solution. “The assistance our Implementation Engineer, Paul, provided us with setting up our PBJ reporting module was invaluable. His patience and knowledge made the project possible.” Said Sarah.

Through the ease of Payroll integration and the addition of easy PBJ reporting, NOVAtime was able to show Ohio Valley Manor what so many other NOVAtime customers know: NOVAtime does not only provide a boxed solution, but the expertise, knowledge, and support truly necessary to implement these solutions in a wide variety of environments.
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